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ABSTRACT

The concept of fuzzy logic and fuzzy mathematics is
philosophically inherent in our mind and culture. This paper
extracts some view of our daily life in the framework of philosophy
in fuzzy sense.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of fuzzy logic was
introduced by Zadeh in 1964, when
the two-valued logic completes its era.
Initially it was given in prescribed form
for engineering purposes and it got some
time to accept this new methodology
from different intellectuals. For a long
time a lot of western scientists has been
apathetic to use fuzzy logic because
of its threatening to the integrity of
older scientific thoughts. But once it got
the stage, it performed fabulously. From
mathematical aspects to engineering
systems, it spreaded its fragrances and
the betterments of all types of systems
were certainly there. After all, the
society chose Fuzzy Logic as a better
choice. In Japan, the first sub-way
system was built by the use of fuzzy
logic controllers in 1987. Since then
almost every intelligent machine works

with fuzzy logic based technology
inside them. In this paper we will search
for the philosophical attributes of
fuzzy logic with examples. In section
II, we will briefly elaborate our thoughts
and in section III, an example will take
into place.

II. Philosophical Understanding:

The way we think, we live, we
enjoy our life makes a certain impre-
ssion in science, logic and Mathematics.
Our thoughts are changeable so as our
style of living. Most of the things we
deal with in nature are indistinctly felt,
perceived, understood, or recalled, i.e.,
vague. Two different kinds of vagueness
are there: unidimensional and multidi-
mensional. The first type may result
in artificiality, but unable to remove
complexity. Now complexities arise in
the collation of multidimensional
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vagueness. For example, the persons
above the age of 60 can be stated
‘old’, whereas in multidimensional
case, a fuzzy set of ‘older persons’ can
be assigned. The most important thing
to notice is that the implementation of
fuzzy logic cannot avoid regimentation
of multidimensional vagueness and for
that reason this type of collation may
improvise new kinds of complexities. So
complexities are there in huge mass
in the framework of fuzzy logic. Actually
fuzziness creates a type of determi-
nistic ambiguity, uncertainty and
vagueness. Besides these, fuzzy
mathematics should be discussed
within the volume of general philosophy.
Firstly it has a central role in scientific
thought and the unique type of challenge
it throws, helps the theory of philo-
sophy, a lot. Secondly the construction
and foundation of fuzzy mathematics
is subject to exhibit an unusually high
level of technical sophistication.
Different fields of fuzzy mathematics
expose different dimensions of thinking
and that is why we very much consider
this applied mathematics in the arena
of philosophy. Fuzzy mathematics is not
just a collection of rigorous theorems,
lemmas, postulates and calculations;
it is a way of thinking. Like Mathema-
tics, it can be well said that different
fields of fuzzy mathematics should be
gathered as ‘a family of activities with
a family of purposes’.

Fuzzy logic accommodates
semantics for multivariate logic. Normally
crisp sets are Cantorian collections
consisting of core elements, but fuzzy

sets are like Russellian classes, based
on membership grades criteria. Because
fuzzy sets are locally †subjective, while
assigning membership degrees, at
least one membership degree has to be
made subjective and also it relies on
expert’s choice, i.e., in broad sense it
is context dependent. The notion
‘causality’ is common to both philo-
sophical and scientific arguments. In
literature some models of causality
have been proposed. Most of them are
from Bart Cosco, some from other
authors also (Charles Ragin, Cathy
Helgason). The most interesting model
among these is due to Bart Cosco in
his ‘geometric shape’ model where
causality is framed in geometric forma-
lisms. Actually Zadeh accumulated
different predicates as fuzzy functions
whereas Cosco emphasizes on getting
the hypercube whose vertices represent
those predicates. According to him the
association rule of fuzzy set theoretic
results with the properties of hypercube
constructs the causal model.
The degree of subsethood S(A, B),
defined by him is

S(A, B) = 1- [max(0, ( ) ( ))]
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. Now fuzzy logic and

probabilistic logic are mathematically
similar- both giving truth values in [0,1],
but philosophically distinct. Proba-
bilistic logic corresponds to probability,
likelihood where the former corresponds
to  “degrees  of  truth”.  Since  the
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difference is there, they construct
different models for real life situations.
In the next section we will submit two
examples to model daily life situations
by means of fuzzy logic philosophically.

So we should approach by
fuzzy logic to those cases where
intuitive knowledge about behavior is
present while no deterministic algorithm
is available. More research on fuzzy
entropy, human behavior, and proper
language interpretation can lead to a
new system of understanding, where
perhaps causality can be remodeled
properly.

III. Real Life Examples:

The concept of ‘life’ is certainly
fuzzy. Medically considering it can be
stated that during the nine months
of pregnancy of mother only the
degree of ‘life’ varies from 0 to 1. The
case of multidimensionality starts to
occur then after, when the successful
initial coming out happens and he gets
a membership degree 1. During his
whole life, his degree of membership
of ‘life’ depends on various attributes
and varies in [0,1). At the time of
death he gets 0. In between the curve
may be piece-wise increasing and

( )x ( )x ( )x
1 1 1

O O Ox
x

( )x ( )x ( )x

fig.1 Poor to Mediocre and Rich,
Richer

 

fig 2. Poor to Poorer fig 3. Rich to Richer

O O Ox
fig. 4 Rich to Mediocre and

Poor, Poorer
fig. 5 Mediocre to Rich,

Richer
 fig. 6 Mediocre to Poor,

Poorer
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decreasing but definitely bounded
there in. Normally in our daily life, we
always try to optimize the attributes
so as to push the curve to the upper
bound 1, but as days go the attributes
increase in number and moralize on
us and our failure of multiple optimiza-
tions pushes the curve to the neighbor
of 0 and finally comes the eternal truth
comes: death grading 0 to the person.
Also, there may be some exceptions.

The equilibrium in our society
is also fuzzy in nature. A person borns
in society with certain resources or
burden on his head. The development
or degradation of living status of the
person definitely hangs on various
social attributes and also personal efforts,
both of whom are related to each other
internally. Due to some extraordinary
efforts (legal or illegal) a poor person
can achieve huge resources and
becomes rich, for the same reason or
otherwise a mediocre or a rich person
may become rich or richer respectively.
On the other hand for any type of
mislabeling or failure in personal efforts,
all the above mentioned persons may
loose their position. Now, normally for
an idle society, the equilibrium of
money transferring should be moderate.
So the membership curves of fig. 3,
fig. 5 are to be remodeled by decreasing
their slope change rate while the
membership curves of fig. 2, fig. 6
are to be remodeled by obstructing
their slope decreasing rate. Slight
changes should also be considered for

fig. 1 and fig. 4. This has to be done
by the Government for the sake of the
society by applying some real positive
steps.

CONCLUSION

In acclamation with the era of
modernism and postmodernism fuzzy
logic and fuzzy mathematics should
agonize to be connected socially and
should serve the society, because it is
well equipped with the fundamental
nature of Mathematics in accordance
with practical cultural violations. More
advanced research on the philosophical
concept of fuzzy mathematics will
inescapably open the scope of modeling
natural anomalies.
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